
Larry, Ten Years
Alden and his sister sleep
With one eye closed
Fate chose
All of the saviors to this day
And those birds of a prey, they stay
Yeah, with hungry eye open
No just hopng for their way
How can I tell you their dreams
Know we have been running from them for years
Memories linger from blue to gray
Never an instance for which I should stay
Alden and his sister are older
On their own now fate knows
All of the saviors to this day
Those birds of prey, they stay
Innocence of experience
Go on guild your fence, have your way
Trust and know your means, of which to find your dreams
The past a most dangerous ghost
The one that makes our bed the most
Momma doesn't know where her little boy lives
No and momma doesn't know how her little boy breathes
And momma can't see what is happening to me
I'm ten years gone
Lost at sea
Long forgotten
From my home
I am ten years gone
And it has been so long... So long
Ten years on my own
ten years singing my own song
Sometimes it feels good to bew gone
Sometimes I feel, I feel alone
Ten years gone
Ten years gone
I'm gone but this time for good
Alden and his sister sleep
With one eye closed
You know fate has chose
All of the saviors to this day
And those birds of a prey, yeah they stay
With hungry eye open
Good luck and just hoping for their way
How can I tell you their dreams
Know we have been running from them for years
Memories linger from blue to gray
Never an instance for which I should stay
Momma doesn't know where her little boy lives
No and momma doesn't know how her little boy breathes
Momma can't see whats happening to me
I'm ten years gone
Lost at sea
Long forgotten
From my home
I am ten years gone
And it has been so long... So long
Well Ten years on my own
Ten years of singing my old song
Well sometimes it feels good to be gone
But sometimes I feel awfully alone
Ten years gone
wooooohooooooo yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah yeah yeah, yeah, yeah
Yeah I'm gone
I'm gone but this time for good
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